
 
Index and International Airport Breakout Meetings Summary 

“What Challenges Do You Face at You Airports?” 
 
Index A – Matt Mauer 

1) Attendees indicated that resource stream challenges affected all present, limiting: 
a) staffing available to train (airport and mutual aid) 
b) money available to suuport equipment and training 

2) FAA related challenges 
a) GA Airports frequently on short end of money stick 
b) frequent personnel changes at airport sometimes makes it difficult to have continuity in FAA 

relationship 
c) difficulty preparing for inspection 

3) Some items of other discussion:solutions for a/c familiarization 
a) Solutions for training and documentation software 
b) Appreciation of presentations by and for smaller airports-hope for more 
c) Is there a possibility of an A-net? (Similar to E-net but for smaller airports) 

 
Index B - Ted Costa 
 
1) Distribute a list based on index to each index. 

 
2) Incorporate on the web page training modules that would mirror those required by the FAA in 139 a-j 

by way of a tab or dropdown. 
 
3) Have an Index B sectional 
 
4) Include more Index B presentations at conferences 
 
 
Index C - Ron Krusleski 
 
1) Staffing  

a) Hard to get young firefighters to come to their department 
b) Airports will not pay for the number of firefighters needed, only what is required under 139. 

 
2) Lack of Funds 

a) Low training budgets 
b) Not replacing ARFF units every 10-12 years 
c) I told them they needed to create a White Paper 

 
3) Types of Aircraft and Aircraft Familiarization 

 



a) Non only do they have to learn the commercial passenger aircrafts, they have many different 
types of general aviation aircraft that fly into their airport 

b) Many of the Index C airports do not have a maintenance hangar for learning 
c) The aircraft aren’t at the gates long enough for them to have any hands on training 

 
4) Many feel that it is an US against THEM mentality 

a) I told them that they needed to get to know their airport management.    
b) I built my relationships with our airport management by going to lunch with them.  During lunch, 

the only time we talked shop was if they started talking shop first.  I got to know them and their 
families.  We became friends and I started learning about their world and they started learned 
about my world.  Now we call each other by our first names and have very little conflict.  It has 
been a give and take working/friendship relationship. 

         
 
Index D – Rob Mathis   
 
1) Failure of support from airport management – Management doesn’t understand what we do and seem 

to be justifying existence all the time.  
 

2) Would like to have more recognition from the management for what they do.  
 
3) ARFF departments seem to be reactive when there’s a problem. They need to find a better way to 

market what they do besides emergency response. 
 
4) Lack of a dedicated Training Officer. 
 
5) Lack of actual hands on aircraft familiarization. We talked about reaching out to the airlines to build a 

relationship and get more time with the aircraft. 
 
6) Like to know more about the savings they provide to the airport in regards to things like insurance 

rates to better champion the service they provide. 
 
7) Better structural fire training, equipment, and apparatus.  
 
8) Better working relationship between fire and other airport organizations. 
 
9) Minimum staffing level for their index. Through the conversation it became apparent that the staffing 

levels varied considerably.  
 
10) Need to do a better job with public relations. We talked about being more visible outside of 

emergency responses. Spending time in the terminals being more visible to customers and airport 
management.  

 
11) Talked about starting a D-Net group similar to what the Index E departments do. 
 
12) One department talked about perhaps a bike team in the airport similar to what police provide. Could 

be good for PR and provide a faster response to medical responses and service calls. 
 

Index E – Jason Graber 
 
1) Retaining instructors for our training programs and ensuring our training programs meet the needs of 

our people and our departments. 
 
2) Budget Issues: 

a) What we need versus what is required 
b) CBA’s and Union Contracts 
c) Minimum OT costs for training and staffing 



 
3) Staffing as a Whole: 

a) Backing of apparatus; what’s required 
b) Large frame aircraft needs 
c) Access to the airfield 

 
4) Consistency of the FAA Inspectors 

a) Consistency of Training 
b) Testing of personnel 
c) FAA Inspector Visit to Washington Dulles 9/17 

 
5) Unavailability of Mil-Spec foam 
 
6) Authorities and Limited Resources of Events and Resources 

 
7) Training of Mutual Aid opportunities 

 
8) Responses to Bakken Oil Crude: 

a) How many departments know if it is going through your areas and if you are going to be called 
upon to help extinguish a fire. 

 
 
International Sections (Non US) – Lars Erlandsson and Ajith Kumar 
 
1) Coming of new EASA regulations with issues related to: 

a) Training 
b) Staffing 
c) Compliance 
d) Live Fire Training 
e) Costs 
f) Participation in conferences 
g) Investment in people on the front line 
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